PROJECT: River Center Branch Library 11-025

VISIT NAME: Construction Report

AUTHOR: Matthew Caillouet

DATE: 4/25/2019

REPORT NO: 036C

STATUS: Final

VISIT DETAILS

WEATHER: Weather front coming through today, currently not raining at the time of observation.

START TIME: 9:00 AM

END TIME: 10:00 AM

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• The scaffolding and remediation prep work continued prior to the building lift.
• Project pre-installation meeting was held with representations from Bracken, PSI, EBR, WHLC, B&L, V&L.
• Many of finishes associated with the connections to be fixed have been removed.
• The 14 or so pre-lift connections have been mostly all welded up and the beam seats were completed.
• The building lift was successfully completed on April 1st.
• The remediation welding has been on going for around 2 weeks now.
• The general contractor and team have met with steel manufacturer and roofing sub contractor as work has continued.
• The welding is around 65% complete.